Identify potential clients by collecting simple energy utilization
and water consumption data and

Key. Results & Analyses:

calculating a Building EUI and

















Percentile Ranking

eXpressAudit360
Conduct a quick site survey to
help identify building envelope
and systems deficiencies and
their impacts on energy utilization and water consumption.

eW e ath e riz e
Geared towards multi-

Blower door tests

Zone pressure diagnostics
Duct leakage tests
Duct-induced room pressures
Furnace and boilers
Water heaters
Worst-case draft testing
Gas range testing
Health and safety
Air sealing
Attic insulation
Sidewall insulation
Foundation insulation
Window measures
Door measures

family residences and private homes, this survey
includes a wide range of
energy efficiency measures
that encompass the building envelope, its heating
and cooling systems, and
its electrical consuming
appliances.
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The E2CØ Program comprises a full suite of effi-

apartment building as a system under the concept

ciency software programs with nine independent,

of “whole-house weatherization.” In this way, you

yet interconnected, modules. The eWeatherize

are able to show the building owner how to maxim-

survey is the third of these modules, focusing on

ize energy and dollar savings.

uncovering retrofits that will result in significant

Some of the key analyses are detailed above.

energy savings.

Wherever necessary, step-by-step instructions and

The eWeatherize software program evaluates

detailed explanations have been included to help

cost-effective energy efficiency measures for

you complete the survey, ensuring both a compre-

existing residential and multifamily housing. A

hensive and accurate study.

wide range of energy efficiency measures that
encompass the building envelope, its heating,
cooling and electrical systems, and electricity
consuming appliances are investigated. Another
distinguishing feature of eWeatherize is the focus
on building safety, as many buildings receiving
attention are old and in need of repair.
eWeatherize helps you look at the home or

simplifying savings

